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" Where are the chiefs ? " I asked the people on my way.
cc There are no chiefs/' they answered.
" What has happened, then ? "
" The story's got round that the Emperor has fled, and
the Azebu Galla are going to attack the cave and take all
there is in it. That is why our zabanias have decided to
clear it for themselves.33	—
" Where are the soldiers who have come back from the
battle?33
" You will find them behind that hill. Hurry up if you
don't want to be left behind.3'
I struggled on among the broken trunks of the Imperial
train, the broken bottles, and the tangle of tents which
stretched along the path. I climbed the summit.
People were flooding in on every side. I joined them
and crossed a plain to the south of Lake Ashangi and south-
east of Korem. From there we clambered up a tall moun-
tain, near the church of Saint Michael, where lay the
cave which once gave refuge to the British Red Cross.
There were others, too, more spacious, which now held the
Emperor and his great chiefs.
We noticed that many people were missing. As always
in Ethiopia, nobody had been told the itinerary and there-
fore a considerable number had strayed. One part of the
army had gone on in front, others stayed behind.
At about ten in the morning we could see from our high
cave, one and a half hours3 march away and to the north
of Korem, an Italian camp. They were either following
us step by step or they were a column which wanted to
turn us.
We had learnt from a source of information which had
not been checked that they numbered two thousand,
Eritreans mostly. The Emperor decided to attack them,
as he said that he would at Aia.
But now all the great chiefs declared themselves against
the offensive.
Our troops, scattered over a huge country, were com-
pletely demoralised by a chaotic retreat, by their defeat,
by the attack of the Galla, and above all by the Italian
aviation.
" I hate the sight of these swine in tatters,33 said the
private secretary of the Emperor, Wolde Giorghis, pointing

